whatever one may call it. It answers man s need and fascina tion for the mysterious and unfathomable of life and death.
In addition, religion has other dimensions, social, nsvchological， philosophical etc., that call for corresponding approaches.
The sociological approach takes into account a given social structure as the normative field ( role-status) of interaction of actors ( individuals or groups )• If we define a perfect society as a society which is structurally fully integrated -which is not necessarily the only possible definition -no existing society is perfect. In other words, any society exhibits unstructured situations or topoi which are outside the possibility of our making rational predictions with a sufficient degree of validity to serve as reliable guide lines for our lives. There exist always blanks or normative gaps, lacunae as well as dis crepancies between institutionally legitimized expectations ( in terms of the commonly shared value system of a given society) Fritz D um erm uth and the actual outcome of events ; e. g. an unexpected and unforeseen death of someone close to me counter to reasonable expectation ; or it may happen that in spite of leading a moral and honest life in terms of the currently valid societal value system I am at long last not rewarded but meet with failure; or despite working seriously and hard I fail to reach a " place in the sun.
We may, then, feel frustrated and helpless in the face of an unscrutinizable and unfathomable power of fate standing against us.
We can also 'put it in another way. There are situations when we feel thwarted in our aspirations, that is, powerless to manipulate the things in our favor and advantage. In other words, we experience a low degree or even lack of personal control, in the sense as defined by F. Strodtbeck as the degree to which one believes to be able of manipulating the world considered relevant to one's life. It is human nature that we tend to fill in discrepancies, gaps or power deficits on our part with certain ideas or beliefs. We have a tendency to interpret the meaningless, or cognitively unstructured pheno mena, as meaningful m terms of a nigher spiritual dimension. Glencoe, 1949，p. 58 ; The Social System., New York, 1951，ch . V，V III， by the same author). Those who hold that it is indispensable for human beings to have religious beliefs often oppose this theory of functional equivalents by pointing out that religions are practically existing everywhere on this earth, thus satisfying a human need that only religion can satisfy. So, the argument goes, there must be present in religions something uniquely attractive that is missing in other movements of less or non-religious nature. To this we reply that there is indeed a difference between full-fledged religions on one hand and ideologies or other idea-systems and even magic systems on the other hand，a difference which may account for the practically universal spread of religion in the world. Although religions try to give " rational " answersrational of a " higher level of understanding -to human problems, they nevertheless speak of the mystery of " God or As for magics, it claims to manipulate invisible forces in terms of the mechanics of the principle of " give-and-take and has in this sense nothing mysterious about it for those who practice it.
In conclusion, then, we may say that a person feels attracted to that type of laith，belief or thought which suits best his propensities of character and temper as well as his under standing of himself and society and the world in general, and his aspirations regarding these. In any case, the functional theory of substitutable equivalents keeps its validity -at least so long as its ODponents cannot summon more convincing arguments in their favor.
T he case of new religions
Sociology of religion must pay due attention to the prevailing conditions of a given society at a specific stage of its deve lopment which may be more or less co-determined by the international constellation.
Let us pick up the case of the new religions in J a p a n . to do with dimensions whicn lie outside the scope of this paper.
To inquire into the problem of " life expectancy " of a religion and its factual life span in history is worthy of special study.
Starting from the epistemological assumption that the reality of a thing depends on the possibility of its being placed in a contextual frame or system we proceed first by sketchily outlining the Japanese societal context. Here it should be pointed out that poverty is not an isolated variable which operates in precisely the same fashion wherever found. Rather, it is only one in a complex of interdependent social and cultural variables. Low economic status plays a different role in different societal contexts. 
Religion in Sociological Perspective
The answer is di伍cult. At least from the sociological viewpoint we may perhaps say this much : As long as there exist tensions in the national social structure that are unbearable for underprivileged segments of the population, in connection with cultural value crises, the soil is prepared and the stage is set for such movements to appear and prosper. As long as underprivileged classes are not provided with sufficient ways and means to articulate their legitimate aspirations and interests through institutionalized channels of Japanese society, they will readily project their hopes for betterment on charismatic leaders who promise a thorough change with supernatural help. As long as the cultural values and benefits of a modern social welfare state as proclaimed by Japan's after-war constitution are not sufficiently available to those who lack power, prestige, status, position within the Japanese society, movements which preach radical solutions will not entirely disappear from the scene.
When all this is remedied, there still remain the many
scientifically not yet managed irrationalities of life as a source of religion.
This paper tried to limit itself to the sociological approach, utilizing the specinc concept of status denciency.
The new religions and C hristianity
As Christianity ranks among the world's top religions it would be interesting to compare the societal conditions which con One difference between societies of antiquity and those of modern times is that changes in ancient society took often several centuries to materialize while in modern times processes of change take place over a much shorter period, say, within a few decades. This is the often referred to phenomenon of acceleration which characterizes in modern times the develop ment of nations, societies and their accompanying values.
Nevertheless, the factors involved in processes of change are to some extent similar. A comparison is, thus, somewhat justified. Such a comparison in detail is worth special study which is beyond the scope of this paper. As, however, this subject matter is of some interest, a few very general remarks may be made here in the manner of short pointers along which more serious study should proceed.
We limit ourselves to list at random a few factors common to the societal situation of both the new religions and 
Epilogue
Two remarks may conclude this paper. Differences will always remain but they do not, in my opinion, justify the construction 一 for scientific purposes -of particul aristic value measurement scales for each individual case. There are, for instance, obvious differences between the various religions in the degree of complexity and depth of thought.
Already briefly touched in chapter 2 was also the question of survival of a religion in the historical time dimension.
Suffice it to say here that the time dimension, by the way, cannot support claims of truth for a certain religion, for example in the sense that the longer the history of a religion the more truth it contains and deeper this truth is.
2) By necessity of the approach chosen, this paper nas entirely left out of consideration the question of intrinsic religious truth which is, I think, a matter outside the scope and reach of present-day scientific inquiry. It has since long been pointed out by scholars that there is no general agreement as to the validity of religious beliefs. Important, rather, is that it is visions of this kind which propel history forward. Such visions are powerful motors to which to nitch concrete and practical blue-prints and programs to effect urgent social changes which will reshape the world.
